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ABSTRACT

Millions of tweets are generated during a normal day. When a disaster occurs, the population residing in that place is adversely affected. When there is an emergency situation like a disaster, enormous numbers of tweets are generated. These tweets can provide useful information to the general public during the disaster event. This type of information is called situation awareness information. Extraction of situation awareness information from tweets is a challenging task since the vocabulary used by the users differs as well as the writing short hand notations reduces the readability of the tweets. Generally, tweets collected are not in the form of a labelled data so implementing supervised learning approach can be tedious and time-consuming task. Hence, we followed a method that uses the semi-supervised machine learning approach which can be used to obtain such useful information. This semi-supervised approach is based on the supervised learning algorithm i.e. support vector machine. Another aspect that has to be considered after a disaster strikes is the rehabilitation activity that focuses on bringing back the state of affected people to stability. Providing information about relief operation post disaster can help speed up rehabilitation activity for the disaster-affected population. This can account to extraction of relief related urls that provides information such as volunteering, donation, relief camps etc. Also, use of crowdsourcing system to obtain relief related information can help general public become aware of various locations where relief operations are carried out. An interactive map based on open street map can be used to develop this crowdsourcing system.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Disaster, whenever strikes leave the affected population in an unstable situation. Since disasters are usually unanticipated events, they are unavoidable. Hence, preparedness strategies can become very important as they ensure to lower the panic among the general public [5]. The impact of a disaster is the extent to which it damages the lives of the population it affects. If the population is aware about the situation during a disaster, the impact of disaster can be reduced [9]. Data generated from twitter during a disaster can be very in analysing the content posted by the users. Relevant information from twitter can be used in preparedness of a disaster [1]. Study shows that only 8% to 20% data from microblogs like twitter account to situation awareness data during disaster. This creates a challenging task of extraction of relevant information from twitter.

Crowdsourcing is a method of gathering information from the crowd on the internet. The authenticity of the information obtained by crowdsourcing cannot be known as it is accessed by general public. But since during a disaster event it is assumed that the information generated from this is relevant to the emergency situation. Crowdsourcing mechanism can be used to develop a software system that can provide relief, response and volunteering related information [10].

The main aim of this research work is to develop a prototype system that can demonstrate the use of semi-supervised learning approach to extract relevant twitter data. The twitter data used in this study is related to Chennai Floods 2015 [13]. This system also integrates crowdsourcing technique [2] to create awareness during and post disaster using interactive maps and extraction of useful relief related urls about various efforts carried out by different government and NGOs.
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2. RELATED WORK

A study was conducted to compare the bag of word model with proposed features used to extract situation awareness tweets using the supervised learning method i.e. support vector machine by Anirban Sen, Koustav Rudrat and Saptarshi Ghosh [3]. The results demonstrated that the proposed low level linguistic approach provided better results in-domain than cross-domain. Aibek Musaev, De Wang, and Calton Pu developed a prototype system called LITMUS which was a landslide detection service developed using physical as well as social media data [7]. The system used the spatiotemporal feature of the data collected from these sources and resulted in detection of 25 out of 27 landslides reported by USGC in December 2013.

As the twitter data set is unlabelled using supervised learning method would not be a desirable approach. There was a study conducted by Isaac Triguero, Salvador Garcia and Francisco Herrera [4] provided an intensive survey of self-labelling methods of semi-supervised learning to be able to identify apt technique while working with semi-supervised classification.

Mapbox developed a tool based on recent Chennai floods to locate flooded streets and locations on the map [12]. This was a crowdsourcing technique to collect threat locations during the floods. This was used to visualize the flood pattern in the city and the vulnerable areas that during the disaster. This tool was used by the general public to create awareness about the flood affected regions in the city.

Many other research and studies are carried out in this domain and various tools have been developed to help the process of disaster preparedness, mitigation and response [6].

3. PROPOSED SYSTEM

In this paper, we utilize the ideas of the previously carried out work in the disaster management domain to build a system that can be used to provide relevant disaster related information through analysing social media content such as twitter. We also integrate this system with crowdsourcing technique by generating interactive maps that can be used by the general public to create disaster related information.

3.1 Tweet Collection and Pre-processing

We collected around 2 lakh Chennai floods related tweets. The table below shows the keywords/hashtags used to retrieve tweets.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Keywords/Hashtags</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>#chennaifloods,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#chennairainhelp,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#chennairainsrelief,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#chennaivolunteer,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#donate Chennai,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#support Chennai,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#volunteer Chennai</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table-1: Hashtags/Keywords used to collect Tweets

Tweet collection was followed by pre-processing based on the subjective/ objective nature, numerals, and emoticons. Also, features from [3] were used to during pre-processing.

3.2 Classification of Twitter data

Tweet classification was based on semi-supervised learning algorithm. Since the tweets collected were not labelled, we initially labelled a small amount of tweets and rests of the tweets were kept unlabelled. Then an initial supervised learning using support vector machine [8] was performed on this dataset to generate initial labels. For the next iterations, the model used the self-labelling technique to label all the unlabelled twitter data in the data set.
3.3 Identification of Relief Locations and Crowdsourcing

Using the OSM (Open Street Map) as base layer, an interactive map was created to locate relief locations on the map and all the locations identified were stored on the google sheet that was published on the web for crowdsourcing. The algorithm used to create Crowdsourcing map is given below.

**Algorithm: Relief_Location_Crowdsourcing**

use google sheet key to establish connection with map
run the map session
enters the relief related information
if location marked on map
    reverse geocode longitude and latitude to address
    store address and user information on google sheet
    display relief location with information and address of location
end if

3.4 Extraction of relief related URLs

Various NGOs and other agencies help the disaster affected public by collecting donation, food, clothing and other relief related materials from other people across the globe during a disaster event. Various websites that provide such information are tweeted in the twitter. Extraction of such urls can provide significant help to user that intent to contribute/help the disaster affected victims. The algorithm below is used to extract urls from tweets.

**Algorithm: Extract_URLs_Hashtags**

create a parser
Parse each line of the file
for each parsed line
    if URLs exists
        then extract URLs and hashtags
    else
        read next line
end for

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

A 10 fold cross-validation was performed with resulted in an average accuracy of 90%. The result obtained by using this technique also had some miss-classified tweets like “real problem mentality people they always want require #chennaimicro #chennairains flood relief”,” just pray chennai.. #chennairains pray chennai”, etc. These tweets were classified as situation awareness tweets. The reason behind this was the initial training size i.e. the number of labelled data that was initially used was not very large. Hence, the model was able to self-train itself based on this initial training size. A better approach can be identifying other features for classification as well as providing an optimum initial labelled training size so that the model can correctly differentiate between situation awareness and non- situation awareness data. Thus reducing the number of false positive and false negative data. Figure 1 displays the cross-validation result and figure 2 shows the classified situation awareness twitter data.

![Cross-Validation Result](image_url)
The relief location and crowdsourcing module was successfully able to locate user marked locations along with the information on the map and this data was stored on the google sheet that could be viewed by the general public to utilize this information for other use. Also, the urls along with their hashtags were extracted from the twitter data related to relief operations. Figure 3 displays the relief location on map, figure 4 shows the crowdsourced data in google sheet, figure 5-6 shows the extracted urls and hashtags from the relief related tweets and displays it on browser.

Fig-2: Extracted Situation Awareness Data

Fig-3: Relief Location on Map
Fig-4: Crowdsourced data on Google Sheet

Fig-5: Extracted URLs and Hashtags

Fig-6: Selected URL displayed on Browser
5. CONCLUSION

Disasters are unanticipated, unavoidable events. One way to handle this situation is to create awareness among people about the disaster incidents. Disaster preparedness, mitigation and response mechanism helps to speed up the process of stabilization of the affected area and population. Thus, a system that can help create such awareness can aid in the task of decision making during disaster.

This study provided a prototype system that can be used during the disaster event to provide situation awareness information to the public. The semi-supervised approach used in this study provided an average accuracy of 90% with classification of tweets as situation awareness and non-situation awareness. The system provided a crowdsourcing solution that could be used during the relief and response operation and also a method to extract useful relief related urls links from the twitter data.

This study was carried out to provide a novel system that can be used by the general public during and post a disaster event. This study was based on the twitter data related Chennai floods 2015. Based on this prototype system, a real time system can be deployed during a disaster which can provide useful information to the users of the system.
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